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ABSTRACT
Web mining involves a wide range of applications that aims at
discovering and extracting hidden information in data stored
on the Web. The focus of this paper is to provide an overview of
data preparation techniques and algorithms that can be used in
order to convert raw log data for click stream data mining. The
data in the log files about the actions of the users can not
generally be used for mining purposes in the same form as it is
stored. For this reason a preprocessing step must be performed
before the pattern discovering phase. Here we performed some
basic operations for data preparation, which contains three
separate phases. Firstly, the collected data must be cleaned,
Secondly, the different sessions belonging to different users
should be identified, and The third step is to convert the data
into the format needed by the mining algorithms. In our
experiments we used one web server log file, and perform all
the three steps and get results accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION
The expansion of the World Wide Web (Web for short) has
resulted in a large amount of data that is now in general freely
available for user access. The different types of data have to be
managed and organized in such a way that they can be accessed
by different users efficiently. Therefore, the application of data
mining techniques on the web is now the focusing area of an
increasing number of researchers. Several data min ing methods
are used to discover the hidden information in the Web [3].
However, Web min ing does not only mean applying data
mining techniques to the data stored in the Web. The min ing
algorith ms have to be modified such that they better suit the
requirements of the web user. New approaches should be used
which better fit the characteristics of Web data. Thus, Web
mining has been developed into an autonomous research area.
Web min ing involves a wide range of applications that aims at
discovering and extract ing hidden information in data stored on
the Web. Another important purpose of Web mining is to
provide a mechanism to make the data access more efficiently
and adequately. The third interesting approach is to discover
the information wh ich can be derived fro m the activities of
users, which are stored in log files. Thus, Web mining can be
categorized into three different classes based on which part of

the Web is to be mined[4]. These three categories are (i) Web
content mining, (ii) Web structure mining and (iii) Web usage
mining. Data preprocessing assume special significance in the
click stream data mining, as the data logged by the user actions
are mouse move, mouse clicks along with various log file
attributes and is not directly usable by data mining methods .
In this paper, we propose a complete preprocessing
methodology that allows the analyst to transform any collect ion
of web server log to a simp le text file for data min ing, The log
files fro m different Web sites of the same organizat ion are
merged to apprehend the behaviors of the users that navigate in
a transparent way. Afterwards, this file is cleaned by removing
all unnecessary requests, basically this work is for click stream
web log so we clean un-necessary sequences Then, the
remain ing requests are grouped by user, user sessions. And
then conversion for mining data is performed on the data . We
have provided filters to filter the unwanted, irrelevant, and
unused data. The objective is to considerably reduce the large
quantity of Web usage data available and,at the same time, to
increase its quality by structuring it and providing additional
aggregated variables for the data min ing analysis that follow.
PROB LEM DEFINITION
Consider the set R = {r1, r2…, rn} of all Web resources from a
Web site. If U = {u1, u 2…, u m} is the set of all the users who
have accessed that site, then the log entry is defined as li =<
ui,p, typ,t,d >, where ui ∈ U; p, represents the project, typ
represents the event type, t represents the time and, d
represents the referring page. Li = {li1, li2…, lin} arranged in
the ascending order, constitutes a Web server log. In the case of
N Web servers, the set of log files is Log = {L1, L2…, LN}.
Using these notations, the preprocessing problem is formu lated
as follows – “Given a set of log files Log of Web site – extract
the Users, User sessions, visits, and click streams of the Web
site users with a given time interval Δt”.

Fig 1 : Preprocessing Processes
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DATA PREPROCESS ING
The data in the log files of the server about the actions of the
users can not be used for min ing purposes in the form as it is

repeatedly. By filtering out useless data, we can
reduce the log file size to use less storage space and to
facilitate upcoming tasks.
In our case after data cleaning our file reduce size
more than 50%. After data cleaning we have log file
not only smaller in size but also less complex. We
must perform this task otherwise one click stream like
mouse move or mouse over may do minate other
stream and give uncertain and meaningless results.
This is necessary to provide mining full results in
pattern analysis phase

stored. For this reason a preprocessing step must be performed
before the pattern discovering phase[16].
Fig 2 : Data Min ing Processes
It comprises fallo wing steps Merging of Log files fro m
Different Web Servers, Data cleaning, Identification of Users,
Data formatting and Su mmarization
1) Merging
In this step we merge all log files in one log, after
merging all log we sort them by time and then we got
our main file in which we perform rest of the
processes. Algorithm for merg ing log is as follows
Step 1 :- create a new file named merge_log
Step 2 :- in itialize it’s curser
Step 3:- init ialize i=1
Step3 :- read the log entries fro m log file Li
Step 4:- append to merge_log
Step 5:- repeat 3 and 4 until i <=N
Step 6:- Sort the merge_log entries in ascending order
based on access time
Step 7:- return merge_log
2) Data Cleaning
Second step consist of cleaning useless entries from
the log file. Since all the log entries are not valid we
need to eliminate the irrelevant entries. Usually, this
process removes requests concerning non-analyzed
resources such as images, mult imed ia files, and page
style files. But in our case we also have to remove all
those entries which are generated during moving on
page such as mouse move events occurs several time

3) Session Identificati on
the different sessions belonging to different users
should be identified. A session is understood as a
group of activities performed by a user when he is
navigating through a given site. To identify the
sessions from the raw data is a co mplex step, because
the server logs do not always contain all the
informat ion needed. If there is no
any user
identification availab le we can use IP address of
System although we know that one IP address is used
by several users through multiuser system such as a
system in cyber café, or in a library. But in our log file
we have a user identificat ion number so we don’t have
to bother regarding this and we get the sequence of
requests made by a single user over a certain
navigation period.
Session identification task is dependent open the
pattern analysis process if we perform sequence
analysis than the row must be converted such that they
represent sequence. But one row represents single
item in item set so we convert and group user id to
find sequence of click stream.
And in the item set pattern we need not to do lots of
work after data cleaning this step of preprocessing is
completed already A row is converted into an itemset
by omitting the duplicates of the pages, and sorting
them regard ing their t ime. After session identificat ion
log file contain only one unique record for a each user
4) Data Formatting
This step is required only when we need to identify
and group events by their category we can also give
them a unique identification code to summarize if
required. Here we provide the table for identificat ion
of event according to over log file
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Code

Group

Event

1

Mouse Event

Mouse Move
Mouse Over
Mouse Click
Mouse In
Mouse Out

2

Tab event

Open
Select
Close

3

Page Event

Show
Hide

4

Browser Event

Reload
Open
Stop

5

Scrolling

Scroll

6

Keystroke

Keypress

Fig 5 : Log File

Fig 3
EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS
We have conducted experiments in log files. Through this
experiment we show that our preprocessing methodology
reduces and structured given log files for pattern discovery. Fig
4 shows GUI for preprocessing and the Fig 5 is the log file, log
files attributes are owner(user id), project (site name), type
(Event), time, detail (v isited lin k, mouse position etc.), and the
Fig 6 shows the resultant output log file for pattern discovery.

Fig 4 : GUI

Fig 6 : Output Log
RELATED WORK
After illustrating the use of our preprocessing methodology
through different processes, we present in this section the main
related works in this domain. In the recent years, there has been
much
research
on
Web
usage
min ing
[3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16]. However, as described
below, data preprocessing in KDWUD has received far less
attention than it deserves. Methods for user identification,
sessionizing, all other preprocessing works basically focused
on web log file and the pages but in our case we try to
preprocesses clickstream data.
CONCLUS ION
This paper has presented the details of preprocessing tasks that
are necessary for performing Click stream Data M ining, the
application of data mining and knowledge discovery techniques
for Web log data collected by web servers. The contribution of
the paper is to introduce the process of preparing web log data
for different processes of click stream data mining, and then we
can use web log for min ing. The experimental results presented
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in section 4, illustrates the importance of the data preprocessing
step and the effectiveness of our methodology, by reducing not
only the size of the log file but also increasing the quality of the
data available through the new data structures that we obtained.
The process itself does not fully guarantee that we identify
correctly all the interactions (i.e. user sessions & visits). This
can be due to the data format used in the init ial log file
therefore, we need a systematic procedure that guarantees the
quality and the accuracy of the data obtained at the end of data
preprocessing. In conclusion, our methodology yields useful
results because:
It offers the approach to analyze several click stream
data in the form of xml file
It employs the effective cleaning of unnecessary data
It gives the formatted log file in a text file format
FUTUR E SCOPE
Here we have performed an simple laboratory based
experiment which may be deferent for Real life mass
implementations of the browser mechanism, it may be
modified with some mo re large scale experimentation. We are
experimenting for mo re click stream log and realistic and
sophisticated data. There may be some changes occurs on web
log data. Some new phases may be introduced for time series
data.
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